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We are a dynamic company revolutionising
the way law firms consume information

Paper River is a dynamic UK software company providing the next generation 
solutions for document workflow and business process acceleration. Our 
goal is to remove all the friction and hassle from working with documents 
across the complete lifecycle of a business process, reducing stress and 
frustration, leaving you free to get on with your job.

Our solutions are unique because we replace the functionality of multiple 
legacy point solutions and connect up all the stages and people in a 
document’s lifecycle, into a single, seamless digital workflow. We set you 
free from the “paper chase” and liberate you from disconnected processes. 

Our solutions are used globally in many sectors
Whether it’s dealing with correspondence, working with case 
documents, or processing the company accounts – we have the 
solutions to take your productivity to the next level. As minimalists 
of the software world we champion the philosophy of reducing 
the number of clicks it takes to achieve any task in a process to the 
smallest possible , as well as providing tools that are so 
easy and intuitive to use  they require practically no training.

We created FlowMatrix technology to provide a robust platform 
for unique, scalable solutions that automate  information creation 
and capture and enables us to deliver fully joined up systems for a 
wide range of legal document and practice management systems, 
as well as databases and ERPs.

Over the years, we have built a strong and high profile customer 
base in the Legal, Government and Commercial sectors that use 
our technology as part of their core service delivery infrastructure, 
thus enabling faster document flow and easier data extraction 
throughout their organisations. Our recently enhanced portfolio of 
products and solutions, designed specifically with Legal customers 
in mind, is already making waves right across the world of Legal IT 
as we help firm after firm achieve their long sought-after goal of 
going paper-lite.

Paper River a new approach for
process automation

TIME TO THINK DIFFERENTLY
ABOUT LEGAL PROCESSES

Efficiency
1

Speed and customer service 
by getting a digital copy of 
the document to the fee earner, 
secretary and/or case folder as 
soon as possible and to start 
working with the information 
wherever they are even if mobile.

Paperless
2

By going paperless or
paper-lite reduces the 
risk and cost of working 
with lots of paper, 
maintaining a complete 
electronic matter file. 
Understanding document 
lifecycle is the key.

eDiscovery

3
Have all paper information
OCR’d and searchable so
that documents can be 
found easily in the discovery
process. Searchable PDF’s
reduce content discovery
time exponentially.

Compliance
4

Better tracking
and auditing of
the paper trail - law
society supervision 
requirements. Original
documents can be linked
to electronic copies at
point of scanning.

Process
Automation

5

Reduce the time
to process information 
by reducing the 
‘number of clicks’ to 
peform a task. Automate 
as much possible.



FlowMatrix is the fast track solution

for minimising the clicks in your life 
The concept of the "Paperless Office" has been around since the early 1960s 
and yet despite the ubiquity of email, social media and mobile applications, a 
typical organisation is still dealing with hundreds of thousands of paper 
documents every year. At the same time  many organisations are struggling 
with a fragmented technology environment – constant innovation in some 
areas and languishing legacy point-solutions in others. Nowhere is this more 
evident than in the Legal sector.

FlowMatrix is the unique technology single platform  that will get 
all paper and electronic documents moving by automating processes within 
your organisation. FlowMatrix is designed to help efficiently manage all your 
outbound documents and inbound documents through referencing, 
collaboration and by connecting all users and information. Simple intuitive 
tools and comprehensive automation techniques minimise human clicks. 
Through proper audit and process and well thought out legal solutions  we 
can really get your company moving in the fast lane.

FlowMatrix is a data and document centric workflow platform with a 
rules-based workflow engine for Business Process Acceleration. It is 
scalable and extensible for industrial-strength workloads; it provides a 
powerful engine that links users, processes and information on one platform 
with very intuitive desktop applications to manage all lifecycle output and 
input. 

All of this means that FlowMatrix is uniquely suited for rapid solution 
delivery in the context of enterprise-scalable document workflows.

The FlowMatrix platform supports functional extensibility via plugin 
components and solution modules, such as digital mail room, MFD 
connectors, printing tools and virtual binders. The plugins also provide 
connectivity to more than 30 major enterprise DMS, EDRMS and data 
repositories. The plugins provide a full suite of document processing 
capabilities such as OCR, barcodes, PDF creation, file format conversion, 
data parsing, report generation, and image manipulation.

All our solutions are built on the same core, extensible server and client 
technology components, so your investment in FlowMatrix technology can 
be leveraged as common infrastructure platform to add further 
FlowMatrix solutions or products with significant cost savings.
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Second heading to para 10mm

QuickDrop Connectivity Platform linking
all transient documents and users  

FlowMatrix is a powerful rules-based workflow system with many methods 
for outputting and inputting the information that a company has to deal with. 
FlowMatrix is engineered to do this by helping to manage the entire 
document lifecycle from information creation to deletion and achieving this 
with the least number of human ‘clicks’. Efficient and intelligent automation 
is the structural foundation of all our software components.

One of the layers that sits on top of the workflow engine is the QuickDrop 
Connectivity Platform. Fundamentally QuickDrop  is a set of user and group 
queues that shadows organisational user structures and has a wide variety of 
very flexible software and hardware input & output mechanisms and portals.

Inbound and outbound fully connected
A good example of the QuickDrop Connectivity Platform is in the way it is 
used to connect the FlowMatrix Digital Mail Room, departmental users using 
the FlowMatrix QuickDrop Legal Desktop and multi-function printers using 
the embedded FlowMatrix MFD QuickDrop Mail Room Connector and 
FlowMatrix MFD QuickDrop Desktop Connector.

When a law firm creates matters and sends out paper and electronic 
information  the QuickDrop Digital Mail Room can be used to acquire this 
information centrally (all paper and electronic submissions). The QuickDrop 
Digital Mail Room will use FlowMatrix core document workflows to parse 
and analyse the document types to classify or categorise them and search for 
client and matter identifying information. If matter reference is found and 
checked against the client it can be converted to a PDF, profiled and send 
straight into the legal content system. 

If the document needs approval or verification first  it might be send to a 
departmental QuickDrop queue – this could be the actual fee earner 
associated with the matter or the secretarial group associated with the fee 
earner.  From the QuickDrop Desktop client the user can further profile, title 
or QA the document and quickly submit it to the content system in a very few 
‘clicks’
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Proper collaboration with QuickDrop queues
and full document processing in 3 clicks 

Whether we are capturing on MFDs in the department or via the FlowMatrix 
Digital Mail Room  we can fully understand the content of the document in 
transit and pull out and reconcile all data. We can even automate the document 
title or description. No system can assimilate information into DMS products 

 iManage, OpenText eDocs  or Peppermint, for example  
as quickly and seamlessly as FlowMatrix.



8mm

FlowMatrix can handle 
complicated document types 

however large the volume

Other Features
Supports FlowMatrix Global 
Referencing Module for
automated electronic filing

All paper documents can be linked 
to electronic version 
using TrackBack system

Self-service automation 
templating for document 
types 

OCR, indexing, categorisation,
redaction, forms and auto-indexing

Digital Mail Room for matter capture

Many law firms rely on manual sorting and delivery of paper-based 
information to fee earners and secretaries, much of which is of critical 
importance to the very daily ‘in-the-moment’ management and updates of 
their live matters. Being able to acquire, convert and deliver this information 
electronically at source is the best way to add efficiency and collaboration to 
the information flow and help the law firm to be much more competitive and 
far more responsive.

The FlowMatrix Digital Mail Room connects to the QuickDrop Connectivity 
Platform and is engineered to rapidly assimilate both paper and electronic 
information feeds. The FlowMatrix Digital Mail Room can distribute 
information in an instant to both the law firm content systems (such as 
iManage Work/Worksite and OpenText eDocs for example) and also 
importantly if needed to other users in the QuickDrop Connectivity Platform. 
This allows unassigned documents, orphan documents or information that 
just needs an approval process to also be managed by the secretary or fee 
earner in a department, in another office or even working remotely on their 
tablet. Similarly, distributed users can also leverage their QuickDrop products 
to send information back into the Digital Mail Room processes.

Intelligent management of all document types
without compromise

A DIGITAL MAIL ROOM
BUILT FOR LAW FIRMS



A two phase approach for maximum 
efficiency

Stage one - Fast and Efficient
The FlowMatrix ScanPort touch screen is an all-in-one PC and touchscreen 
interface that supports ‘stage one’ quick batch preparation and submission for all 
paper sizes  including large format conveyancing documents. The Digital Mail Room 
ScanPort can be connected to any TWAIN compatible high capacity scanner and is 
used to feed the FlowMatrix QuickDrop Mail Room Client document workflows 
though fast minimum-click user screens honed to represent the document batch 
types typically processed within a law firm. The Digital Mail Room ScanPort itself is 
a robust commercial grade terminal that can run always-on and fanless.

This two stage approach allows one mail room user to concentrate on opening, 
sorting and submitting the documents to scan with the documents then forwarded 
to the ‘stage two’ QuickDrop Mail Room Client workflows where they can be 
usually automated or exceptions dealt with. The system ensures that those 
document  that can be automated and delivered are not held up in any manual 
queue process behind exception documents that need human intervention. 

The FlowMatrix Digital Mail Room incorporates a two-stage approach for rapidly 
capturing paper and electronic information feeds into electronic matter files, 
with the  of human interaction  or ‘clicks’.

Stage two - Automation and QuickDrop referral
Stage two is the QuickDrop Mail Room Client which utilises powerful FlowMatrix 
core engine workflows, parsing routines and logic algorithms to pre-determine 
indexing and routing decisions for documents by intelligently understanding them.
By being able to automatically and electronically extract information, such as a 
matter/correspondence reference or understanding a document structure (to define 
a document type), the system can automatically route a document to its correct 
content repository.  

Most importantly  the QuickDrop Mail Room Client is great at dealing with 
exception document handling, or those documents needing a second tier approval or 
profiling process by a fee earner or secretary somewhere else in the organisation.

Exception documents are typically those that have no matter reference, courier 
documents or documents of high importance that need processing or human 
intervention beyond the mail room. Because the QuickDrop Mail Room Client is part 
of the QuickDrop Connectivity Platform, such documents can be assigned to 
QuickDrop user or group queues and interfaced and dealt with back at the 
appropriate user desktop in their QuickDrop Legal Desktop Client or mobile app. 



Our twin MFD connector approach

Leverage your Multi-function
Devices to capture and OCR records

If you’re working late for the close of a deal or up against a tight deadline for 
a demanding client, the last thing you want or need is to have to jump 
through hoops to get that essential document scanned into the DMS.  

Our Distributed Capture solutions for MFDs and departmental networked 
scanners make it simple, quick and easy to create high-quality PDF scans 
and get them stored directly in the DMS with the fewest possible clicks – 
helping to keep your blood pressure down! Our MFD and networking 
scanning connectors allow departments to scan information into content and 
records management systems with full OCR to various formats including 
PDF and MS Office standards. The FlowMatrix MFD connectors are 
incredibly easy and intuitive to use. An operator can authenticate at any 
enabled MFD device using their proximity, swipe or active directory logon.

FlowMatrix will provide dynamic personalised functionality to the user based 
on their user or group status within the organisation. The MFD touch screen 
allows the user to easily navigate to the relevant content or EDRMS 
repository to either trigger a workflow process or submit a record or 
document.

The FlowMatrix MFD connectors are available for nearly all brands of MFD 
and dedicated Network Scanners. Most manufacturers now host 
comprehensive development platforms within the device to maximise the 
richness of the user experience.

For most law firms we usually provide two types of connector,  
allows scanning directly into products like iManage Work or OpenText 
eDocs. The second is a two-click connector that allows you to scan a 
document to your QuickDrop Connectivity Platform queue.

The second FlowMatrix QuickDrop Connector can also be used to send 
documents to another user s QuickDrop queue or a group queue for full 
collaborative processing. The FlowMatrix Legal Desktop Client then allows 
further document manipulation, editing and QA. We also process the 
document  from the MFD to QuickDrop to process all metadata and 
therefore render the document instantly submit-able into the backend DMS.



Key Features
Scan directly to Legal content

OCR to search PDF & MS Office Formats

Use Proximity/Swipe to Authenticate

Search on your Matter list

Connect to Over 30 Other Systems

Available for Most MFD Brands

Connectors for Network Scanners

FlowMatrix supports most 
MFD and network scanning

brands and models

FlowMatrix Embedded MFD Connector for Rich 
Integration Directly into DMS/EDRMS

FlowMatrix QuickDrop Connectors for Fast MFD 
Integration into QuickDrop Collaborative Network

The most Advanced and Dynamic easy to use
distributed capture connectors



TIME TO THINK DIFFERENTLY
ABOUT WORKING REMOTELY

An electronic ring-binder file that looks and
feels like a traditional binder

The smart alternative for tablet users

Matters on your Tablet Device gives
you the freedom to work from anywhere

More and more lawyers are breaking free of the chains that bind them to 
their office desks. Whether it’s for flexible working, reducing the total cost of 
office space or being available to meet and advise clients face-to-face, 
mobile working, and working away from the office  on the rise. 

One of the biggest links in the chain that still binds many lawyers to the 
office is the reliance on paper files – the rows and rows of lever arch binders 
are hampering flexibility.

Well, in case you haven’t heard  the binder has just gone “virtual”. 
FlowMatrix Virtual Binders are digital versions of the traditional lever arch 
binder. They combine all the best features of physical binders, like the ability 
to flick through pages and rapidly review across multiple documents, with all 
the best features of an electronic file, like being massively portable, 
searchable and suitable for collaborative working.

The FlowMatrix Binder Case Builder is the highly useful tool for building 
Virtual Binders – either one off binders or templates for automatically 
building binders for all the current live matters. The tool links with popular 
DM systems like iManage Worksite to let you browse and select whole 
folders or individual documents for inclusion in the binder.

Automatically generated Virtual Binders for live and active cases and mat ers 
automatically form into different volumes by date range or category to keep 
files sizes manageable. “Day Binders” are automatically created and 
refreshed daily to easily view just the new documents arriving into the case 
file  

The FlowMatrix Central Binder Bookshelf is an on premise web application 
that hosts the Virtual Binder files on a Virtual Bookshelf for download to 
use in the lowMatrix Desktop Binder application or the FlowMatrix Mobile 
Tablet Binder app.



Key Features

Available for Apple, Android
and Windows Tablets

Build libraries of all your
matters and receive Day
Binders o  daily information

Use Virtual Binders instead 
of paper files when meeting
clients or attending court

The most sensible solution for Virtualising
your paper files 

The Paper River BinderViewer apps for Windows desktop and iPad and Android tablet 
devices are the simple viewer apps that enable fee earners and legal secretaries to view, 
browse and annotate the Virtual Binder files. 

When connected to the Company Bookshelf, the app can download departmental or case 
binders they have permissions to view and are downloaded over a secure connection. The 
bookshelf connector also indicates when a binder has been updated with new content, so 
the latest version can be  

For fee earners and other knowledge workers that are always out of the office and on the 
move, the Paper River CaseWorker app lets them request on-the-fly updates to case 
binders, add documents from their iPad or Android tablet back into the case file in the 
DMS and also build custom binders using specific sections of the case file and additional 
documents. CaseWorker takes the old briefcase concept (portable document checkout) 
and updates it for the world of Virtual Binders.

You can build a personal library of binders or you can securely share our binders with 
others using our FlowMatrix Binder technology. Supported File Formats: PDF, PPT, PPTX, 
DOC, DOCX, HTML, XLS, XLSX, XPS, JPG, PNG, GIF, TXT and many Video and Sound 
formats too.

Use the Binder Bookshelf to
store hundreds of equivalent 
lever arch files on your tablet



Second heading to para 10mm

Use the FlowMatrix Output Gateway to
control the tide of information

The FlowMatrix Output Gateway combines the ease of printing from your 
desktop with a flexible and sophisticated submission engine. Documents can 
be submitted for output approval, cost recovery and print (to either print 
room or secure local printing) with additional options to send multi-channel 
automatically, and all with virtually no clicks.
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 &

AUTHORISE
FLOWMATRIX 

OUTPUT DRIVER
MULTI-CHANNEL

OUTPUT

PAPER &
ELECTRONIC

PRINT 
MANAGEMENT

COST
RECOVERY

REVIEW &
AUTHORISE

All the tools in the Output Gateway Module require the absolute minimum of 
human intervention. Users simply print as they normally would when 
submitting a document. Various hidden components then trigger a number of 
events such as automated cost recovery, rules to determine how and where 
the job can be printed to save costs or even whether instead of print output 
the recipient (via a CRM check) could receive the document as an electronic 
PDF via email. The Module can even trigger an entire review and approval 
process by the lawyer or fee earner linked to the matter with electronic 
signature and stationary application. The uses are endless. 



It's never been more important to get the right information into the right person's 
hands as quickly as possible, and a letter coming in to the mail room with a clearly 
defined reference really helps to ensure that can happen. With each department 
adopting its own formats for the correspondence reference and every fee earner or 
secretary adding their own variations on top - interpreting the reference in the mail 
room or for a stray piece of post becomes a lot harder.

We have created the Global Referencing Module for our FlowMatrix Output Gateway 
Module. The Global Referencing Module allows you to create standardised reference 
codes or barcodes, that are automatically generated and adhere to a defined format 
for the whole company - containing both "human readable" parts, such as fee earner 
initials and date, as well as additional characters for fast re-capture  processing.

Global Referencing keeps your mail room happy

Key Features
Automated Print Cost Recovery

Simple Copy Cost Recovery at an MFD

Print Room or Secure Print Management

Review & Approval Workflows

Global Referencing

Ability to CRM Check and Output Documents 
Electronically Instead of Print Automatically

The CostMyCopy cost
recovery application for MFDs
can set a billing matter code 
very quickly and then enable 
the copy button. Matters can 
be changed in-session and 

then send billing tickets 
to the PMS.

Audit or charge for all Printed output with no clicks
or MFD Copies using a fast quick App

Whether you are printing a desktop file or copying a document at a multi-function 
device, FlowMatrix can comprehensively and automatically audit the operation against 
a matter and produce a billing ticket. The solution doesn’t need or use expensive cost 
recovery terminals. As a an alternative approach FlowMatrix does this all in software.

A handy desktop application called MatterPrint can understand the link between a 
desktop file and a matter to automatically assign a billing code on print with no clicks. 
A similar MFD application allows quick and simple assignment of a matter code for 
charging copies made with the ability to dynamically change between matters in one 
session. The MFD application has been built for all the eight main MFD vendors.



The FlowMatrix Print Management Module integrates with "follow me" 
secure print systems as well as print room device submission. The solution 
has the capability to direct print jobs to where they can be most 
cost-effectively handled  and also make it incredibly easy for users to get the 
full benefit of print room finishing. Desktop users print using the FlowMatrix 
UPD (universal print driver) with the UPD Print Management Extension 
which creates the print job as a high-quality print ready XPS file and 
presents an intelligent pop-up to provide finishing options or enforce rules 
around the print job.

Based on either enforceable rules or by user choices, the Print Management 
Module will send the job to either a local printer, a secure printing ‘follow me’ 
print queue (such as Equitrac or SafeCom for example) or to the FlowMatrix 
Print Room Control Console. The solution can even look-up a CRM for 
electronic delivery options for the recipient, and send  instead
via email as a PDF say.

Print Management saves costs and improves 
quality

REDUCE PRINT COSTS
BY UPTO 50%

The FlowMatrix Output Gateway optimises
how your clients receive their documents



Send to print and trigger Approval process
The FlowMatrix Output Gateway Module has an incredible Print & Approval 
Module built in.  Fee earners and lawyers can double-check and even amend 
documents submitted by other users. This product is ideal for over viewing fixed 
fee work, where a fee earner doesn’t want to be involved in the whole document 
production process. This solution is great for claims management law firms.

A desktop user simply prints a job, and if optioned for approval will automatically 
be routed to the correct fee earner associated to that matter. The fee earner can 
accept a job, make amendments themselves or send the document back to the 
originator with notes for changes. The Print & Approval Module can also apply an 
electronic signature on approval, and even change the office stationary to reflect 
the location of the correct office. This is great for roaming fee earners or where 
admins are located centrally. 

Add Office Services electronic ticket requests

for concierge bulk Copy, Scan and Print
The FlowMatrix Office Services eTicket Request Client tool makes it easier for 
fee earners and secretaries to specify exactly what they need done and how 
urgently it is needed. The eTicket tool lets you quickly create detailed requests for 
copying and scanning, and lets you upload documents for assembly and printing 
requests. The eTicket tool submits an electronic job ticket into the Office Services 
work scheduling queue and optionally outputs a printed ticket which is used as a 
job cover page for original paper documents to be worked on.

The FlowMatrix Office Services Management Console provides a dashboard view 
for tracking of all pending jobs, and the list can be ordered by urgency, 
importance and other factors which influence the scheduling and planning of the 
work. The dashboard view makes it easy to see the details of each eTicket and to 
monitor the progress as the job is being worked on. The fee earner or secretary 
that raised the ticket can also follow the eTicket progress in real time.



Business Process Automation

Contact Centre  Processing

Business Process Consultancy

Archive & Retrieval

EDRMS Migration & Legacy Archive Capture

Invoice Processing

Planning Processing

Remote Mobile Capture

Secure and Controlled Printing

Web & Forms Capture

One, two and five day process automation analysis

Achive solutions using paper to data automated tracking

Migration between content systems and paper archive digitisation

Comprehensive automation with line item, approval and goods receipting.

Fast planning application capture with publishing, archive and redaction - including plans.  

Remote wireless capture of documents and images for mobile workers.

Pull printing, print room, information firewall and cost manangement

Production of web, smart phone, tablet and paper forms.

About our business
we pride ourselves

Paper River is a leading UK developer of information capture and processing tools. We have a full suite of 
in-house tools for Forms Processing, Invoice Processing, Digital Mail Room and Correspondence Routing 
all built around a rules based processing engine. Our products are designed to automate the capture and 
processing of information by extracting and using the intelligence within a document. Built around a system 
of user, group and document work queues, users can easily and simply make decisions if needed by using 
fully collaborative desktop interfaces. Our solutions save time and reduce costs almost immediately.

flowmatrix@paper-river.com

0845 638 0727

www.paper-river.com

Paper River Consulting Ltd
Nexus Building
Broadway
Letchworth
Herts
SG6 3TA
Phone:  01462 688 320
Fax:  01462 688 322

Contact Us

Full automation of unique client information processes 

Minimum click capture, audit and receipting for one-stop shops 

We also develop other solutions


